MATH RESEARCH OUTREACH CONFERENCE

MATH ROCs!
Learn how to do math research!

Run by MIT PRIMES students!

Register with this link
Email: yunseo@mit.edu
with any questions

3 PM TO 5:30 PM EDT JULY 12TH & 19TH, 2020
Join PRIMES students for our mathematics research panel!

- Learn about cool math and how to get involved with high school research
- Speakers with professional research experience
- Research presentations from MIT's PRIMES program
- Interactive Q/A with panelists
- ALL are welcome!! **No prerequisites required!**

- *Math ROCs!* -
Topics ranging from algebraic geometry to dynamical systems to graph theory and more!

Hosted by Yunseo Choi

7/12
- Kenta Suzuki (Algebraic Geometry)
- Katherine Tung (Algebraic Combinatorics)
- William Qin (Knot Theory)
- Alvin Chen (Algebraic Geometry)
- William Li (Dynamical Systems)
- Honglin Zhu (Representation Theory)

7/19
- Jakin Ng, Serena An, Fiona Abney-McPeek (Combinatorics)
- Sean Li (Combinatorics)
- Simon Sun, Adithya Balachandran (Statistics on Matrices)
- Justin Wu (Algebraic Topology)
- Jessica Zhang (Geometric Topology)
- Daniel Hong, David Lee, Alex Wei (Graph Theory)